
Discover the Ultimate Fishing and
Floating Guide in Gar�eld County
Colorado
Garfield County, Colorado, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating enthusiasts.

With its pristine lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers endless

opportunities to experience the thrill of reeling in trophy-size fish or leisurely

floating along turquoise waters. Whether you’re a seasoned angler or a casual

adventurer, you’ll find everything you need to know in this comprehensive guide.

From top fishing spots to essential gear and local regulations, this article has got

you covered.

Part 1: Fishing

1.1 Fishing Spots
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Garfield County boasts an abundance of fishing spots that cater to various

angling preferences. Whether you enjoy fly fishing, bait fishing, or spin fishing,

there's something for everyone. Some popular spots include:
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- Roaring Fork River: Known for its excellent trout fishing opportunities, this river

offers a picturesque backdrop with ample fishing access points. - Rifle Gap

Reservoir: Famous for its trophy-size trout and easily accessible shorelines, this

reservoir is a must-visit for any serious angler. - Harvey Gap Reservoir: This

scenic lake is home to a wide range of fish species, including bass, pike, and

catfish, making it ideal for both beginners and experienced anglers.

1.2 Essential Gear

Before embarking on your fishing adventure in Garfield County, make sure you

have the following gear:

- Fishing Rod and Reel: Depending on your preferred fishing technique, select a

suitable rod and reel combo. Fly fishing enthusiasts should have a reliable fly rod

and reel, while spin fishing requires a spinning rod and reel setup. - Tackle and

Bait: Stock up on a variety of baits and lures that are appropriate for the fish

species you wish to catch. Additionally, pack a good selection of hooks, sinkers,

and bobbers. - Fishing License: A valid Colorado fishing license is necessary for

anyone aged 16 or older. Ensure you have the required license to avoid any legal

issues.
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1.3 Local Regulations

Being aware of the local fishing regulations is crucial to ensure a responsible and

enjoyable fishing experience. Some key regulations in Garfield County include:

- Bag and Possession Limits: Familiarize yourself with the specific bag and

possession limits for each fish species you intend to catch. These limits vary

based on the type of fish and the fishing location. - Catch and Release: Some

areas have strict catch and release policies to protect the fish populations. Be

prepared to release certain fish species, such as cutthroat trout, without keeping

them. - Seasonal Closures: Certain fishing spots may have seasonal closures to

allow for fish spawning. Stay informed about these closures to avoid

disappointment.

Part 2: Floating

2.1 Floating Routes

[view image]

Garfield County offers some breathtaking floating routes that allow you to soak in

the beauty of its waterways. Consider the following routes for an unforgettable

floating experience:

- Colorado River Float: Start at Grizzly Creek and float down to Two Rivers Park

for a scenic journey along the majestic Colorado River. - Rifle Gap Reservoir

Cruise: Enjoy a leisurely cruise around Rifle Gap Reservoir, admiring the stunning

cliffs and picturesque landscapes that surround the reservoir. - Lake Parachute

Gliding: Glide along the calm waters of Lake Parachute, relishing the tranquility

and the panoramic mountain views.

2.2 Safety Measures



While floating can be a relaxing and enjoyable activity, it's essential to prioritize

safety. Follow these safety measures during your floating adventures:

- Wear a Life Jacket: Always wear a properly fitting and Coast Guard-approved

life jacket while floating. This is crucial, especially if you encounter unexpected

currents or turbulent waters. - Check Weather Conditions: Keep an eye on the

weather forecast before heading out. Avoid floating during storms or when strong

winds are present. - Stay Hydrated: Bring plenty of water to stay hydrated during

your float. Sunscreen, sunglasses, and hats are also vital to protect yourself from

the sun's rays.

2.3 Local Regulations

Understanding the local regulations when it comes to floating is important to

ensure a safe and legal experience. Some regulations to be mindful of include:

- Alcohol Restrictions: Some waterways prohibit the consumption of alcohol while

floating. Familiarize yourself with the specific regulations for the area you plan to

float. - Floating Permits: Certain locations may require permits for floating. Check

if the area you intend to float in has any permit requirements and acquire them

beforehand.

Garfield County, Colorado, is a dream destination for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its vast array of fishing spots and scenic floating routes, there's

no shortage of adventure waiting for you. Remember to equip yourself with the

necessary gear, adhere to local regulations, and prioritize safety at all times.

Whether you choose to cast your line or embark on a relaxing float, Garfield

County promises an unforgettable experience for all.
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Garfield County Colorado Fishing & Floating Guide Book Part 1

Over 470 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial

photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s

public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,

and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing

information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public

areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and

average sizes.

A FULL SET OF 55 U.S.G.S. TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS IS AVAILABLE AT THE

END OF THE DATA.

Contains complete information on
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Adams Lake

Anderson Lake

Bailey Lakes

Battlement Creek

Bear Lake see Yamcolo Res

Bear River

Beaver Creek

Beaver Mandall Lake

Big Fish Creek

Big Fish Lake

Black Mandall Lake

Blue Lake

Blue Lakes

Boulder Creek

Boulder Lake

Buck Lake

Buckskin Lake

Bull Lake

Cabin Creek

Cabin Creek

Camp Creek

Canyon Creeks

Carr Creek

Cattle Creek

Causeway Creek

Causeway Lake

Clear Creek

Clinard Lake



Coal Creeks

Coffin Lake

Cold Springs Pond

Corbett Lake

Colorado River

Coulter Lake

Crater Lake

Crescent Lake
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Garfield County, Colorado, is a hidden gem for fishing and floating

enthusiasts. With its pristine lakes, rivers, and streams, this county offers

endless opportunities to...
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